


ABOUT OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Professor Sharroky Hollie is a national educator who provides professional 

development to thousands of educators in the area of cultural responsiveness. 

Since 2000, Dr. Hollie has trained over 150,000 educators and worked in nearly 

2,000 classrooms. Going back 25 years, he has been a classroom teacher at 

the middle and high school levels, a central office professional development 

coordinator in Los Angeles Unified School District, a school founder and 

administrator, and university professor in teacher education at Cal State 

University. Sharroky has also been a visiting professor for Webster University in 

St. Louis and a guest lecturer at Stanford and UCLA.



1. Where am I in my journey to responsiveness?

2. What are the inequities (disproportionality) in my school, my classroom?

3. Am I a happy educator (capable and willing to give outrageous love)?

4. In two sentences (for each word), how do I define diversity, equity?

5. Up to this point, I have defined cultural responsiveness as…?

6. What might get in the way of me VABBing a student/parent/colleague?

7. What are my top five biases, ignorances, prejudices, misunderstandings?

8. How frequently do I check my filter, question my BS, and listen to my deficit monitor?

9. How culturally connected am I to the cultures of students?

10. What is the core of my methodology? Traditional, Responsive, or Culturally Responsive

11. How do I know my students are engaged?

12. Who are the students that I am the least successful with (my underserved)?

13. Was my heritage de-culturalized or assimilated?

14. Do I know who I am – rings of culture or am I confused?

15. How do I define race?

16. What national behaviors do I attribute solely to my citizenship?

17. What is my ethnic identity (home culture)?

18. What is a superficial behavior and a deep culture behavior tied to my home culture?

19. Do I know who my students are – home culture and all the rings of culture?

20. What CLR activities am I willing to try immediately?

20 Reflective Questions



Where am I in my journey to responsiveness?

• Began when (year)                                     Where?

• Current

• Future

SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY





Offensitive-ness

Combination of 
emotions 
whereby one is 
being defensive, 
feeling 
offended, and 
too sensitive all 
at once; an 
overly 
emotional 
reaction to 
concepts or 
materials that 
have been 
presented 
unemotionally.

Haters

Bring 
unnecessary
drama and 
stress to the 
matter at hand. 
Something is 
always wrong 
and negative 
energy is the 
response.

Doubters

The “Thomases” 
of the world. 
Critical 
questioning can 
be beneficial, but 
only to a point. 
Doubters take the 
questioning a 
step too far most 
times.

Twisters

Take the facts 
and twist them 
to fit their 
agenda. Give 
only half the 
story. Expert de-
contextualizers.

Bootstrappers

Rationale is that 
they did not 
experience it, so 
why should 
their students 
experience it. 
Believe that the 
path they took 
should be the 
one others take.

How have you distinguished negative energy from struggle (progress, positive 
energy)? 



SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

Offensitive-ness

Hater

Doubter

Twister

Bootstrapper

How have I distinguished negative energy from struggle (progress, positive energy)? 







Why this Journey to Responsiveness?

Goal #1 Increase Student Engagement

Do students have a sense of belonging?

Are students engaged pedagogically? (instruction)

🔲 Yes  🔲 No

🔲 Yes  🔲 No



Goal #2  Deal with Inequities

Courage. Articulation. Safe place and space.

Why this Journey to Responsiveness?

SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

Our students are being treated unfairly because…..

What are the inequities (disproportionality) in my school, my classroom?



Why this Journey to Responsiveness?

Goal #3  Give Outrageous Love

Who needs more love?

Are my heart and mind in the right place?

Am I a happy educator (capable and willing to give outrageous love, stretch my love)?
❑ Love self

❑ Love others

❑ Love those who annoy me

SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

🔲 Yes  🔲 No



Cultural 
Responsiveness 

(CLR)

Instruction

Equity



What Exactly Is Culturally and Linguistically Responsive 
Teaching and Learning (CLR)?

CLR is:
“The validation and affirmation of the home (indigenous) culture and home language 
for the purposes of building and bridging the student to success in the culture of 
academia and mainstream society.” 

—Hollie, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning: Classroom 
Practices for Student Success (2017)

CLR is going where the students are culturally and linguistically for the purpose 
of bringing them where they need to be academically. 

CLR is the opposite of the sink-or-swim approach to teaching and learning, or 

traditional schooling.



VALIDATES 
and AFFIRMS 

First (Build 
and Bridges)



V A

B B

VALIDATE Make legitimate that which the institution (academia) and mainstream media have 

made illegitimate culturally and linguistically

AFFIRM Make positive that which the institution (academia) and mainstream media have made 

negative culturally and linguistically

BUILD Create the connections between the home culture/language and the school 

culture/language through instruction (teaching necessary skills) for success in school and the broader 
social context

BRIDGE Create opportunities for situational appropriateness or utilizing appropriate cultural or 

linguistic behaviors 



Relate To 
Differently

Three Ways To VABB

Difference = Responsiveness



Global Dexterity

“Learning to adapt your behavior 
across cultures-no matter what 
culture you come from, what culture 
you are going to, or the situation you 
find yourself in Global Dexterity is 
"fitting in without giving in." 

- Molinsky 2013

Situational Appropriateness or …



Designs and Illustrations by Carleen Matts



SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

What might get in the way of me VABBing a student/parent/colleague?



ARE YOU ATTUNED

TO YOUR BIASES?



Checking 
Your Filter

Questioning 
Your BS

Listening To 
Your Deficit 

Monitor



What are my top five biases, ignorances, prejudices, misunderstandings?

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY



It may be your

FIRST

Design and Illustration by Carleen Matts

thought;

LASTdon’t let it 

be your
thought! D
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SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

How culturally connected am I to the cultures of my students?

List Culture Here:

Movie:

Book:

Food:

Artifact:



How Culturally Connected Are You? 
1) Name the last movie you saw that dealt with 

that student’s/colleague’s culture.

2) Name the last book you read cover to cover 
that dealt with that student’s/colleague’s  
culture.

3) Name the last time you ate authentic food 
(in a restaurant or home cooked) that dealt 
with that student’s/colleague’s culture.

4) What artifacts, apparel, or jewelry do you 
have that deals with that 
student’s/colleague’s  culture?

Reliably 

Connected

Unreliably 

Connected
Unconnected

Could List Could List Could not list

Reliable 

Sources

Unreliable 

Sources

Unavailable 

Sources

CLR Category: Use of Movement
Activity Name: Give One, Get One



Score Myself:

SECTION ONE: TERMINOLOGY

Reliable

Unreliable

Unconnected



Requires 
instructional 

range 
(Traditional 

and 
Responsive)



Create Instructional Range

Traditional Culturally  ResponsiveResponsive

Traditional Responsive Culturally Responsive

Teacher-centered Student-centered Student-centered

One way Two Ways Two Ways

High affective filter Lowered affective 
filter

Lowered affective 
filter

Includes elements of 
cultures like language, 

rhythm, and age 

You Need Instruction in all 3 Boxes

A CONTINUUM OF TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTION AND RESPONSIVE INSTRUCTION



What is the core of my methodology?

• Traditional

• Responsive

• Culturally Responsive

SECTION TWO: METHODOLOGY



Movement 
Activities

Give One, 
Get One

Cultural 
Greetings

Socio-
centrism

Vote With 
Your Feet

Physicality

Response 
Protocols

Shout 
Out

Spontaneity

Help 
Line

Raise 
Hand

Taking 
Turns

Discussion 
Protocols

Campfire

Turn 
and 
Talk

Moment of 
Silence

Individualism

Creating Instructional Range

Color Key
Blue: CLR Category
Purple: Responsive Activity
Orange: Responsive Activity with Cultural Behavior Intent and Purpose
Red: Traditional Activity
Turquoise: Traditional Activity with School Cultural Behavior Intent and Purpose



Increases 
Student 

Engagement 
(Decreases       

disengagement)



Serves all kids 
(Universal)



Who are the beneficiaries of CLR?

What does it mean to be underserved?

An underserved student is any student who is not 
successful academically, socially, and/or behaviorally in 
school because the school, as an institution, is not being 

responsive to that student. 

Words to consider when thinking of your underserved:

Disproportionate, Historic, Institutional



Who are the 
underserved in your 

context?

How are you 
currently serving 
these students? 

Successes? Failures?

Where is responsive 
teaching occurring?

How have you 
differentiated the 

conversation about 
race, culture, and 

language? 

Bad 
customer 
service?

Discussion Points In 
Identifying

The Underserved



Are there any ____________ students having success? 

Yes or No. If yes, go to next question.

If no, then stop here.

Among those students not having success, who is 
the most likely to be underserved?

Of that group, are there any ____________ 
students having success? Yes or No. If yes, go 

to next question. If no, then stop here.

Among those students not having success, who 

is the most likely to be underserved?

Break The Code







Why Are We Confused About Race and Culture?

Race identity
Gender identity

Orientation identity
National identity
Religious identity

Ethnic identity
Class identity
Age identity

Which one of these identities has nothing to do with culture?



Do I know who I am-rings of culture-or am I confused?

Fill in the blanks below…. 

My racial identity is ___________________        Behavior ____________________________

My national identity(ies) is/are ___________                   Behavior_____________________________

My ethnic identity is ___________________       Behavior_____________________________

SECTION THREE: ANTHROPOLOGY

How do I define race?



Have You Been Blumenbached?

What is your racial identity?



History of Racial Classification

“Caucasian variety. I have taken the name of this
variety from Mount Caucasus, both because its
neighborhood, and especially its southern slope,
produces the most beautiful race of men, and
because … in that region, if anywhere, we ought
with the greatest probability to place the
autochthones [original forms] of mankind.”

—J. F. Blumenbach, German naturalist, quoted 
from his 1795 seminal work, On the Natural 

Variety of Mankind, in Gould, The Mismeasure of 
Man (1996)



Mongolian (Eastern Asia)

Ethiopian (Africa) 

Caucasian (Europe and 
adjacent areas)

Natives (Americas)

Malaysian (Pacific Islands)

Original Five Classified Races

Race is arbitrary.









So, What is Race?

1. Genetic Lineage (forensic identification, possible diseases, phenotypes)

2. Story of human geography

3. Socially constructed (historically)



WHERE WERE YOU BORN? 
WHAT IS YOUR CITIZENSHIP?

Nationality Identity (Culture)

1. What national behaviors have you learned?
2. What is your perspective of the United States?
3. When did you (your people) assimilate? 



What national behaviors do you attribute solely to your citizenship?

Comparison Country:

Behavior:

SECTION THREE: ANTHROPOLOGY

What is your ethnic identity (home culture)?

...



Understanding WASness (Whitenesss)

Irish  Armenians  Italians  Polish  Syrians  Greeks  Finns and more

“The opinion is advanced that the public 
schools change the children of all ‘races’ 
into Americans. Put a Scandinavian, a 
German, and a Magyar boy in at one end, 
and they will come out Americans at the 
other end.”

—Schultz, Race or Mongrel, (1908)



Working Toward WASness (Whiteness)
Ellwood Cubberley, whose Changing Conceptions of Education (1909) illustrated the 
expanse of what made a new immigrant new:

“These southern and eastern Europeans are a very different type from the north European who 
proceeded him. Illiterate, docile, lacking self-reliance and initiative and not possessing Anglo-
Teutonic conceptions of law, order and government, their coming has served to dilute 
tremendously our national stock, and to corrupt our civic life. Our task is to break up their 
groups or settlements to assimilate and amalgamate these people as part of our American race 
and to implant in their children, so far as it can be done, the Anglo-Saxon conception of law and 
order and popular government. This magic has worked on distinct “racial” groups, as well as 
inferior ones.”



What is/was your road to achieving the so-called 
American dream?

A. Choice assimilation
B. Bi-cultural
C. Forced (no choice) assimilation
D. White Anglo-Saxon 



WHAT IS YOUR ETHNIC IDENTITY? WHERE DOES YOUR SOUL 
RESONATE?

Who are you? 

Ethnic Identity



Rings of Culture





Language



High Resonance                                                                                                            Low Resonance

Communalism
Eye Contact

Realness
Orality and Verbal Expressiveness

Proximity
Concept of Time

Conversational Patterns

1. Recognize the behavior as cultural or (not)
2. If cultural, validate and affirm the behavior first
3. Then, build and bridge to situational appropriate behavior
4. If not cultural, then go to classroom management system

Cultural Elements



High Resonance                                                                                           Low Resonance

REALNESS, COMMUNALISM, EYE CONTACT, CONVERSATION PATTERNS, PROXIMITY, TONE OF VOICE, CONCEPT 
OF TIME, …

“Situational appropriateness is the concept of determining what cultural or 
linguistic behavior is most appropriate for the situation. Put another way, students 
are allowed to make choices around cultural and linguistic behaviors dependent 
on the situation but without giving up or sacrificing what they consider to be their 
base culture or language.”

—Hollie, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning: 
Classroom Practices for Student Success (2017)

Cultural Complexity Continuum

The Relativity of Culture



When do students have an opportunity to be 
themselves culturally and linguistically during 
instruction? 

When do teachers, leaders, and support staff 
validate and affirm the students cultural and 
linguistic selves while they learn?

When do students have opportunities to be who 
they are without being warned, punished, or 
penalized?

The answers to these questions are at the heart 
of the BeYou Campaign.
BeYou stands for 
Be…Engaged…Your…Own…Unique Way.

#BeYOU



How are you seeing your 
students differently? Culturally 

appropriate behavior, not 
unacceptable behavior?

What CLR instructional 
practices are actually in place? 

Who are the classrooms?

In what ways are your students 
validated and affirmed – talk, 

relate, teach?

Who are your underserved and 
how are you being responsive 
to who they are? Culturally?

Start CLR Now!



Join VABB Nation!

@validateaffirm
www.culturallyresponsive.org

Sharroky@culturallyresponsive.org

http://www.culturallyresponsive.org/
http://www.culturallyresponsive.org/

